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With 10 cool sound buttons, fun facts, full-color pictures and much more, this Discovery Kids

sound-and-reference book is a unique way for kids to learn about life at the zoo! Kids ages 2 and up

will love matching the sounds to the animals in this vibrant and interactive book.
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This sturdy book keeps my 18-month-old granddaughter occupied for quite a while, pressing the

buttons to hear the animals. She enjoys even the elephant, but spends the most time with the

monkey perhaps because I commented that I liked its sound. The simple descriptions

accompanying the pictures are the right length to keep her attention also. The book arrived with the

back scratched and the sounds not functioning, so I returned it and got another. The 2nd book

works perfectly. I really like that she can hear the sounds of animals that she has in pictures in other

books, and that she learns animals besides farm animals and pets.

Pretty good sounds, and unlike some of the sound books out there, this one has buttons that are

pretty easy for young ones to push. So far it has held up well, even with a 20-month old punching

the buttons. Might be a little loud, but kids are loud - it goes with the territory.

My baby loves this book, don't believe the hogwash about loud noises or weird noises,,, just enjoy



this book with your baby!!!Beautiful and bright pictures, nice sounds and educational.I love this book

and so does my baby.

We have another book similar to this one. My daughter loves the sounds it makes, and roars along

with the tiger. She figured out what button to push for each page. It's a lot of fun to hear her "read"

(babble out loud and smack the buttons)

Great book for my 2 grandsons! They are ages 12 months and 20 months and they really enjoyed

the story and the sounds. They also were able to turn the pages themselves because of the page

tabs at the top of each page. I also bought some of the the Eric Carle books, but we all like this

brand better.

my toddler was scared of this. the sounds are realistic...a little too realistic for a toddler. may be

better for a child not a toddler

The sounds for the animals isn't the best. The giraffe making the leaf chewing noise isn't what I was

expecting, and it isn't the best thrill for a kid. But other than that, the colors and quality of the book is

great.

My daughter lives this book! Except for the elephant button, it's kinda loud and it usually scares her

whenever I press it. I tend to avoid it but other than that -Great book.
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